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Continental Resources (CLR) 
Bakken Billions 
 

 
 
Summary and Recommendation 
 
Visionary Harold Hamm’s optimistic expectations for 24 billion of barrels of technically 
recoverable oil and gas to be produced from the Bakken and related formations, mostly in North 
Dakota, become more credible with each quarter of rapid growth for Continental Resources 
(CLR). Also measured in billions, Bakken success contributes to the $17 billion present value 
CLR has developed, of which Mr. Hamm’s personal share is almost $12 billion.  Taking account 
of results released on August 9, we estimate Net Present Value (NPV) of $80 a share up from a 
preliminary NPV of $70 (see tables Functional Cash Flow and Present Value on page 2 and Next 
Twelve Months Operating and Financial Results on page 3).  McDep Ratio of 0.92 is above the 
median for small cap explorers and debt is below the median (see Tables ISC-1 to ISC-2 on pages 
4-5).  Though CLR’s McDep Ratio is not as low as for other independent oil producers, the 
company is growing more rapidly with total production to be up 58% in 2012.  North Dakota 
Bakken production grew 118% in 12 months to reach 50% of total CLR volume in the second 
quarter.  Is there more to come?  CLR has drilled or participated in about a quarter of Bakken 
wells so far.  The 300 million barrels or so of proven Bakken reserves on its books may be just a 
small fraction of the potential.  Nonetheless, continued growth depends on oil price, actual 
production history and future drilling results among other uncertainties.  Finally, down 23% from 
its 52-week high on an enterprise value or unlevered basis, CLR stock has regained some upward 
price momentum as it surpassed its 50-week moving average and is approaching its rising 200- 
day average (see Table ISC-4 on page 7). 
 
Kurt H. Wulff, CFA 
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Disclaimer:  This analysis was prepared by Kurt Wulff, Manager of McDep LLC.  The firm used sources 
and data believed to be reliable, but makes no representation as to their accuracy or completeness.  This 
analysis is intended for informational purposes and is not a solicitation to buy or sell a security.  Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results. 
 
McDep or its employees may take positions in stocks the firm covers for research purposes.    No trades in 
a subject stock shall be made within a week before or after a change in recommendation. 
 
Certification:  I, Kurt H. Wulff, certify that the views expressed in this research analysis accurately reflect 
my personal views about the subject securities and issuers.  No part of my compensation was, is, or will be 
directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this research analysis. 
  
Research Methodology/Ratings Description:  McDep LLC is an independent research originator focused 
on oil and gas stocks exclusively.  The firm applies the forty years of experience of its analyst to estimate a 
present value of the oil and gas resources and other businesses of covered companies.  That value is 
compared with a company’s stock market capitalization and debt.  Stocks with low market cap and debt 
relative to present value tend to outperform stocks with high market cap and debt relative to present value.  
Buy recommendations are expected to deliver a total return better than 7% per year above inflation.  Hold 
recommendations assume the attributes of the underlying business are reflected in the current price of the 
stock.  Sell recommendations are expected to deliver a total return less than inflation.  


